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If the only contribution to neutrinoless double beta decay (0νβ β ) are neutrino masses its discovery may be very difficult, especially if neutrinos present a normal hierarchy spectrum. However,
this is not the only possibility; 0νβ β can in general produce electrons of either chirality, in contrast with the neutrino induced 0νβ β which predicts two left-handed electrons. Using an effective
Lagrangian approach we classify the lepton number violating (LNV) effective operators with two
leptons of either chirality but no quarks, ordered according to the magnitude of their contribution
to 0νβ β . We point out that, for each of the three chirality assignments, eL eL , eL eR and eR eR , there
is only one LNV operator of the corresponding type to lowest order, and these have dimensions
5, 7 and 9, respectively. Neutrino masses are always induced by these extra operators but can
be delayed to one (dimension 7) or two loops (dimension 9). Under the assumption that 0νβ β
is dominated by the operators of dimension 7 or 9 we find that the scale of new physics should
be relatively low (. 30 TeV). We also list the SM additions generating these operators upon integration of the heavy modes, and discuss simple realistic examples of renormalizable theories
for each case. The phenomenology of a model giving rise to the dimension 9 operator has been
analyzed with some detail: if 0νβ β is going to be seen in the next round of experiments, the
doubly charged scalars of the model could be seen at the LHC and lepton flavour violating (LFV)
rates could be at the reach of foreseen experiments. Moreover neutrino masses, which arise at two
loops, display a very particular structure and are strongly constrained, in fact, sin2 θ13 & 0.008,
when µ → eee is required to lie below its present experimental limit.
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1. Introduction
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Figure 1: Majorana neutrino mass contribution to 0νβ β .

of the Majorana type? It seems very difficult since we have only observed neutrino masses in
neutrino flavour oscillations, which conserve total lepton number. LNV neutrino transitions (for
instance, a µ + produced by a νµ from µ − decay) are in principle possible for Majorana neutrinos,
but, unless other sources of LNV are present, they are suppressed by mν /E factors and do not enjoy
an oscillatory behaviour [9 – 13]. Alternatively, one can look for LNV decays. Since Majorana
neutrinos violate LN, searching for LNV we are indirectly testing the Majorana character of the
the standard parametrization the sign of ∆m221 = m22 − m21 can be always chosen positive by convention. This
is not true for ∆m231 = m23 − m21 once the mixing angles are taken to vary only in the first quadrant. The solution with
∆m231 > 0 is usually named normal hierarchy (NH) while ∆m231 < 0 is called inverted hierarchy (IH).
1 In
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The remarkable observation of neutrino oscillations (see [1] and [2, 3] for recent reviews and
[4 – 8] for fits including latest data on θ13 ) has provided the first evidence for neutrino masses. On
the other hand, the invisible decay width of the Z-boson tells us that there are only three species of
light active neutrinos (lighter than about 45 GeV and interacting with full gauge strength). If lepton
number (LN) is conserved, neutrinos are Dirac fields composed by the three active (left-handed)
and three sterile (right-handed) neutrinos. In that case, neutrinos are accommodated in the Standard
Model (SM) as the charged fermions, and their masses and mixings, like in the quark sector, can be
parametrized by the three masses, m1,2,3 , three mixing angles, θ12 , θ23 , θ13 , and one CP-violating
phase, δ . If LN is not conserved and there are no light sterile neutrinos the neutrino mass sector is
completely different from the quark sector but still can be parametrized by the three masses, three
mixing angles, the phase δ and two additional phases, α1,2 , which are characteristic of Majorana
neutrinos. Neutrino oscillation experiments only depend on mass differences, the mixing angles
and the LN conserving phase δ , but not on the Dirac/Majorana character of the neutrinos. Thus,
present data on neutrino oscillations allow us to determine rather precisely the mass differences,
∆m221 , |∆m231 |, and the mixing angles, 1 θ12 , θ23 , θ13 , but little is known on the phase, δ , the sign
of ∆m231 or the absolute neutrino mass scale (characterized, for instance, by the lightest neutrino
mass).
However, from the conceptual point of view, the main question is whether neutrinos are Dirac
or Majorana, for the symmetries they preserve are different and require quite different descriptions
in quantum field theory. In fact, if there are no sterile neutrinos, active neutrinos should necessarily
be Majorana neutrinos, LN should not be conserved and the SM should be extended with new
particles in order to allow for lepton number violation (LNV). Can one test if neutrino masses are
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neutrinos. The best candidate is neutrinoless double beta decay (0νβ β ) which is also suppressed
by mν but is enhanced with respect to the LN conserving process (double beta decay with emission
of two neutrinos), which has been already observed, by huge phase space factors. In Figure 1 we
display the standard Majorana neutrino contribution to 0νβ β . Assuming no new physics (NP)
beyond the SM and only three Majorana neutrinos the present/future situation can be summarized
by plotting the allowed regions in the plane hmν i − mMIN , where hmν i is a combination of masses
and mixings relevant in 0νβ β and mMIN is the lightest neutrino mass. Under these assumptions,
present experiments are not able yet to probe neutrino masses. Planned experiments, however, will
be able to do it if neutrinos present an IH spectrum and/or mMIN is above a few tens of meV. If
mMIN is below 10 meV and neutrino masses present a NH spectrum, it will be very difficult to test
LNV in 0νβ β .
On the other hand, the relation between Majorana neutrino masses and 0νβ β is not so direct
in general, and there could be new contributions to 0νβ β which could render it observable in
planned experiments and perhaps even in upgrades of ongoing ones. In fact, from the symmetry
point of view, Majorana masses break any charge carried by νL by two units, while 0νβ β can
proceed in different ways depending on the chirality of the emitted electrons, eL eL , eL eR or eR eR .
Hence, this decay will break any charge carried by eL and eR by (2, 0), (1, 1) and (0, 2) units,
respectively. Therefore, Majorana neutrino masses and 0νβ β could have, in principle, a quite
different origin. However, as in the SM νL and eL are in the same multiplet, they should carry the
same type of lepton number while eL and eR are only linked by the electron mass. This just tells
that the connection between the different lepton numbers is valid only up to SM gauge symmetry
and/or chirality breaking effects. Moreover, there is a general argument [14] which suggests that if
0νβ β exists there should necessarily be contributions to Majorana neutrino masses induced by the
3
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Figure 2: Prospects for testing 0νβ β if induced only by Majorana neutrino masses.
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Figure 3: How 0νβ β induces Majorana neutrino masses (at four loops).

2. NP Contributions to 0νβ β
The observation of 0νβ β requires LNV, while SM interactions conserve LN. Therefore, new
interactions must be added to the SM in order to allow for 0νβ β . We illustrate the different
2 Operators

involving leptons and quarks with no gauge bosons generate neutrino masses at 1 to 4 loops [25, 26, 15,
27] and may receive enhancements from top Yukawa couplings.

4
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0νβ β interactions (see Figure 3). Nevertheless, these contributions are generated at four loops and
are expected to be very small (for a calculation in the low-energy effective theory see [15]).
In view of this discussion it is important to explore the possibility of additional contributions
to 0νβ β and their connection with neutrino masses, a scenario to be tested by existing and forthcoming experiments. Since both, neutrino masses and 0νβ β , are low energy processes, an effective Lagrangian approach [16 – 21] is the proper starting point of any model-independent analysis.
Several papers [22 – 25] have followed this approach, considering only effective interactions not
involving SM gauge bosons. Here we review a different class of theories where NP does not couple directly to the quark sector2 , so that the effective interactions involve only leptons and gauge
bosons (couplings to gauge bosons are generated whenever the NP is not a SM gauge singlet). In
this case it is possible to give a simple classification of the effects that concern us in terms of only
three operators, each of which can be generated at tree level by different types of NP [28]. In the
unitary gauge these operators give the vertices νL νL , WeR νL and WWeR eR and have dimension 5,7
and 9, respectively. This allows for three scenarios wherein one of the operators is generated at
tree level and the others via loops. A simple example exhaustively considered in the literature has
tree-level neutrino masses generated via a high-scale see-saw mechanism [29 – 32], with effective
WeR νL and WWeR eR vertices generated radiatively. Here we concentrate on the complementary
case where the LNV operators contributing to 0νβ β are generated at tree level whereas neutrino
masses are induced radiatively. It is also very important to be able to build renormalizable models
which could give rise to the different operators in the effective Lagrangian at low energies. As we
will stress, these models are quite interesting because some of the new particles may be accessible
to LHC [33, 34].
Thus, using the effective Lagrangian approach, in Section 2 we review the classification of
the NP contributions to 0νβ β and their connection with neutrino masses [28]. In Section 3 we
will discuss some examples of renormalizable completions giving rise to the relevant operators
presented in Section 2 [28, 33]. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to our conclusions. Further details of
the topics discussed in this talk and a more complete list of references can be found in these papers.
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possibilities diagrammatically in Figure 4, where only one LNV vertex is considered at a time. The
new interactions are represented by a big dot and the e could be eL or eR depending on the particular
vertex. Diagram A is the usual contribution provided by Majorana neutrino masses, diagrams D–F
require new interactions involving quarks which will not be considered here anymore. Therefore,
we will concentrate on contributions of type B and C and in their relation with neutrino masses
(contributions of type A). Figure 4 represents the low energy form of the different interactions, but
they must be obtained preserving the SM gauge symmetries. For this we should use the effective
Lagrangian approach which, being very general, still involves some assumptions:
• The SM is a low-energy approximation of a more complete theory.
• The only light particles (m . 250 GeV) are those of the SM.
Then, the effective Lagrangian can be written as
!
(n)
Ci
(n)
O + h.c. ,
Λn−4 i

∞

L = LSM + ∑ ∑
n=5 i

(2.1)

where LSM is the SM Lagrangian (φ and ` stand for the SM Higgs and left-handed (L) lepton
doublets, eR the right-handed (R) charged lepton singlets, whereas flavour indices are suppressed
and Ye are the corresponding Yukawa couplings)
/ + ieR De
/ R − (`Ye eR φ + h.c.) + · · ·
LSM = i`D`
(n)

(2.2)

and Oi are dimension-n gauge invariant operators built with SM fields, being their effects suppressed by 1/Λn , with Λ the NP scale.
(n)
There are in general many operators Oi (see for instance [22 – 25]), but if we restrict ourselves to those not involving quarks, the list of relevant, lowest order operators, reduces to only
three which, amazingly, can be classified according to the chirality of the emitted electrons, LL,
LR, RR, and correspond to the diagrams of type A–C in Figure 4, respectively (for details see [28]).
They read
5
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Figure 4: Classification of possible contributions to 0νβ β .
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LL :




c ν
O (5) = `˜α φ φ̃ † `β = −v2 ναL
βL + ... ,

LR :

O (7) = φ † Dµ φ̃

RR :

O (9) = eαR ecβ R


gv3
φ † eαR γ µ `˜β = i √ Wµ− eαR γ µ νβc L + . . . ,
2
2
4

g v − −µ
2
φ † D φ̃ = −
W W eαR ecβ R + . . . ,
2 µ



(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

(5)

(5)

Cee
,
Λp2eff v2

(7)

Cee
,
Λ3 peff v

(9)

Cee
,
Λ5

LL :

A0νβ β ∼

LR :

A0νβ β ∼

RR :

A0νβ β ∼

(2.6)

(7)

(2.7)

(9)

(2.8)

with peff ∼ 100 MeV the effective momentum exchanged, which is estimated from complete nuclear matrix elements calculations. 0νβ β experiments3 (HM,IGEX) give T1/2 > 1.9 × 1025 years,
implying
peff
A0νβ β . 5 × 10−9 .
G2F

(2.9)

Imposing this bound on the different terms, we obtain
(5)

LL :

Λ > 1011 |Cee | TeV ,

(2.10)

LR :

Λ>

(7) 1
106 |Cee | /3

TeV ,

(2.11)

Λ>

(9) 1
2.7 |Cee | /5

TeV .

(2.12)

RR :

By using detailed nuclear matrix elements these estimates do not substantially change.
2.1 Contribution to ν masses
Once LN is violated by the operators O (n) , neutrino masses (that is O (5) ) will be sooner or
later generated. Thus, O (7) will give one-loop contributions to neutrino masses while the first
contributions to neutrino masses from O (9) will arise at two loops. Although these contributions
cannot be calculated precisely in the effective theory, they can be estimated by naive dimensional
analysis. In Table 1 we present the relevant diagrams and estimates for the masses. It is important
to notice the presence of charged fermion mass factors, ma . As emphasized in the introduction,
in the ma → 0 limit, lepton numbers carried by νL and eL cannot be linked to that carried by eR .
3 EXO

has improved it recently in about a factor of 2.
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where v = hφ i ∼ 174 GeV is the SM vacuum expectation value (VEV) and φ̃ = iτ2 φ ∗ , `˜ = iτ2 `c are
the conjugate SM doublets with τ2 the weak isospin Pauli matrix. From the interactions (2.3–2.5)
one can immediately estimate the amplitudes contributing to 0νβ β
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hφi

hφi

(mν )ab ∼

LL :
νL

νL

v2 (5)
C
Λ ab

W

(mν )ab ∼

LR :
νL

eL

eR

νL


v 
(7)
(7)
m
C
+
m
C
a ab
b ba
16π 2 Λ

eR

RR :

νL

eL

eL

(mν )ab ∼

νL

eR

1
(9)
maCab mb
2 2
(16π ) Λ

W

Table 1: Contribution to neutrino masses from the relevant operators giving rise to 0νβ β .

Hence, one mass insertion is needed to generate neutrino masses from O (7) (which involves eL and
eR ) and two mass insertions to generate them from O (9) (which involves two eR ). The hierarchy of
charged lepton masses then translates into a quite characteristic structure of neutrino masses with
interesting phenomenological consequences. We will discuss them in the framework of specific
models where all the coefficients can be precisely calculated.
Assuming that the dominant contribution to neutrino masses comes from the operators O (5−9)
and the diagrams in Table 1, we can correlate them and the 0νβ β amplitudes

LL :

(5)

A0νβ β ∝ (mν )ee ,
(7)

LR :

A0νβ β ∝ (mν )ee (4π)2

RR :

(9)
A0νβ β

(2.13)
v2
Λ2

peff
,
me


2
2
2 v peff
∝ (mν )ee (4π) 2
.
Λ me

(2.14)
(2.15)

Thus, in general, the standard Majorana neutrino mass contribution to 0νβ β in Figures 1 and 4A,
will be always present together with the new contributions given by the effective operators in Figure
4B-F. The interesting situation occurs when the new contributions dominate over the standard one
exchanging a massive Majorana neutrino, otherwise the standard analysis applies. Thus, LR and
RR contributions are larger when
r
peff
Λ < 4πv
∼ 30 TeV
me

(2.16)

and, therefore, the NP scale is relatively low, and perhaps accessible to LHC.

3. Renormalizable Completions
The effective Lagrangian approach is very general and, as seen, just using it one can grasp the
7
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Figure 5: The three see-saw mechanisms generating the operator O (5) (LL).

In the case that 0νβ β is induced by O (7,9) we would like to forbid tree-level Majorana neutrino
masses because otherwise they will dominate 0νβ β . Models can be supplemented with additional
global continuous or discrete symmetries to forbid O (5) . In the following we will present some
examples of renormalizable theories giving rise to these operators together with their characteristic
phenomenology.
3.1 An example of LR model
(1/2)

(1)

(1)

We start from the set {Ψ1/2 , Φ1 }. In order to simplify the notation we define Φ1 ≡ χ, a
(1/2)

scalar isotriplet of hypercharge 1, and Ψ1/2 ≡ Lc = LLc + LRc , a lepton isodoublet of hypercharge
1/2 (in terms of its left-handed and right-handed components). A simple way to insure the decoupling of the heavy physics is to assume, as we do, that the heavy fermions are vector-like. This
particle content is sufficient to generate O (7) at tree level, and it is not hard to convince oneself
that the relevant graphs must involve the couplings eR φ L̃, `Lχ and φ † φ † χ. However, such a model
also allows the coupling ``χ and will then generate O (5) at tree level through the standard type-II
see-saw diagram. In order to avoid this we impose a discrete Z2 symmetry under which χ and
L are odd and ` is even; unfortunately, this symmetry also forbids the φ † φ † χ vertex. In order to
overcome this difficulty we assume the presence of two light scalar doublets φ , φ 0 , which are even
8
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main consequences of the different scenarios. However, sometimes it is quite difficult to realize
a specific effective Lagrangian with a renormalizable model. Therefore, it is important to check
that these effective theories can arise from a consistent renormalizable model and that the estimates
obtained in the effective Lagrangian approach are correct. Moreover, in our case, since the scale of
NP is not extremely large, perhaps the new particles are accessible at LHC and/or provide interesting effects in lepton flavour violation (LFV) processes, providing additional tests of the proposed
mechanisms for 0νβ β . Of course, one needs explicit models to address this.
The operators O (5) , O (7) , O (9) can be obtained from renormalizable interactions by adding
(Y )
a variety of new particles. We will denote by ΦI scalars with hypercharge Y and weak isospin
(Y )
(Y )
I. Similarly ΨI will be spin 1/2 particles and XI vector bosons. The different ways of obtaining the operator O (5) (LL) at tree level have been extensively studied and constitute the three
see-saw mechanisms which are represented diagrammatically in Figure 5: (left) exchange of a
(0)
(0)
neutral fermion Ψ0 (type I see-saw) or of a fermion triplet Ψ1 (type III see-saw); (right) ex(1)
change of a scalar triplet Φ1 (type II see-saw). For O (7) (LR) and O (9) (RR) there are many
more possibilities (they have been classified in [28]). For instance, O (7) can be obtained adding
(1/2)
(1)
(0)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(1)
{Ψ1/2 , Φ1 } ; {Ψ0 , Φ0 } , · · · , and O (9) results from integrating out {Φ0 , Φ1 } ; {Ψ1 , Φ1 } , · · · .
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LLa

LRa

1
2

1
2

χ
1
1
−

− 21
−

− 12
−

φ0
1
2
1
2

−

Table 2: Quantum number assignment for the extra fields in a model realizing the O (7) operator.

/ − Ma )La + {yeab LaL φ 0 ebR + yνab L̃aL χ`b + h.c.} ,
LHL = La (iD

(3.1)

where we assumed, without loss of generality, that the heavy lepton mass matrix is diagonal. Once
φ 0 and χ acquire VEVs the light eR , ` leptons mix with the La . The low-energy effects of such mixings will be proportional to yeab hφ 0 i /Ma or yνab hχi /Ma and can be made as small as experimentally
0
required by increasing the heavy masses Ma , reducing the couplings ye,ν
ab , or the VEVs hφ i , hχi
(for a recent review on vector-like leptons see, for instance, [35]). LFV effects can be further suppressed by assuming that the light charged leptons, which get their masses through the SM Higgs
mechanism, are aligned along the heavy flavours. This corresponds to taking yeab diagonal, which
may be natural in a larger model.
The scalar potential can be easily arranged to insure a minimum where hφ i  hφ 0 i , hχi 6=
0, with hχi ' −µ ∗ hφ 0 i hφ i /m2χ , µ the trilinear φ † χ φ˜0 coupling and mχ the isotriplet mass (in
order to satisfy the limit from electroweak precision data [36, 37] we require hχi . 2 GeV). We
assume negative mass terms for φ and φ 0 to trigger the corresponding VEVs, whereas χ gets a VEV
through its mixing with the scalar isodoublets. Otherwise, dimensional couplings in the potential
are typically of electroweak order, except for new scalar masses that may be larger. Dimensionless
ones stay perturbative, in general ranging within an αEM ∼ 10−2 factor. Note that in this model LN
is explicitly broken by (renormalizable) terms in the scalar potential, in particular by the (φ † φ 0 )2
term.
It is important to remark that in this model there cannot be tree-level neutrino masses because:
(i) La are doublets and therefore, they cannot mediate the see-saw of types I-III. (ii) There is no
coupling χ`` due to the discrete symmetry and hence, no type II see-saw contributions.
3.1.1 The LR operator for 0νβ β
(7)

Given the couplings of the model one can evaluate Cab by using the diagram in Figure 6,
(7)

ν∗
Cab
µye∗
ca ycb
=
−i
,
Λ3
m2χ Mc2

where all masses in the Lc and χ multiplets are taken equal.
9
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and odd under Z2 , respectively. Moreover, in order to accommodate a generic neutrino mass matrix and also allow for flavour symmetries treating the three families on the same footing, we will
assume the presence of 3 heavy vector-like fermion doublets La , a = 1, 2, 3. The complete list of
new fields is given in Table 2. The Lagrangian will include all renormalizable couplings preserving
these symmetries, noting that the SM fields transform trivially under Z2 .
Thus, the heavy lepton Lagrangian reads
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φ′(0)

φ′(0)
W

eR

φ(0)

χ(0)

L(−)

L(0)

νL

hφ′(0)i

φ(−)

νL

χ(−)

eR

L(−)

νL

hφ′(0)i
Figure 7: Leading one-loop contribution in the Feynman gauge to neutrino masses in the model generating
O (7) .

3.1.2 The neutrino mass
Although neutrinos are massless at tree level, as expected from the discussion in Section 2.1,
they will acquire a mass at one loop. The dominant contribution can be obtained from the diagram
in Figure 7. This is quite different from that used to estimate the mass in the effective theory. This
is due to the intricacies of gauge symmetry, but the dominant piece in the limit of small gauge
couplings, g → 0, can be obtained by using only Yukawa couplings as in Figure 7. The result being
(mν )ab '

v0 2 µ
1
Mc2
e∗ ν∗
e∗ ν∗
(m
y
y
+
m
y
y
)
log
,
a
b
ca cb
cb ca
32π 2 v
Mc2 − m2χ
m2χ

(3.3)

where v0 = hφ 0 i and we have assumed that all other masses are much smaller than Mc and mχ .
Thus, with only one heavy lepton doublet the neutrino mass matrix has at most rank 2. With two
heavy lepton doublets all three light neutrinos can be massive.
Comparing eqs. (3.3) and eq. (3.2) with the neutrino mass formula in Table 1 for the LR
case we see that the general formula roughly applies (take for instance v0 = v and Λ = Mc = mχ ),
but by taking different values for the VEVs and the masses of the new particles one can change
substantially the numerical values. Since the neutrino masses are generated at one loop and are
10
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Figure 6: Tree-level diagram contributing to O (7) in the model proposed.
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suppressed by only one charged lepton mass they will tend to be too large for masses mχ , Mc just
above the electroweak scale and Yukawa couplings of order one. However, by playing with the
ratios v0 /v and mχ /Mc one can obtain additional suppression factors for neutrino masses relative to
0νβ β .
3.1.3 Relevant Phenomenology

3.2 An example of RR model
(2)

(1)

In order to generate O (9) we can add the scalars {Φ0 , Φ1 } to the SM. For easy notation we
(2)
(1)
will name the doubly-charged scalar Φ0 = κ and the triplet scalar Φ1 = χ. Moreover, we will
impose a discrete Z2 symmetry in order to forbid the χ`` coupling, which would provide tree-level
neutrino masses once the triplet develops a VEV. This symmetry can be implemented adding a real
11
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The phenomenology of the model is very rich and can be summarized as follows:
By adjusting v0 /v, mχ /Mc and the couplings one can enhance the tree-level contributions to
0νβ β enough to be at the reach of the present round of experiments. On the other hand, the
neutrino mass matrix has a very characteristic structure, eq. (3.3), but still can accommodate the
observed neutrino spectrum. The corresponding neutrino mass constraints together the requirement
of a large 0νβ β favour small couplings and relatively light new particles.
Thus, La , χ and φ 0 can be discovered at LHC if light enough ( . 800 GeV), but it depends on
the details of the couplings and decay channels. The scalar triplet contains a doubly-charged scalar
which will be easy to see if it decays mainly to e, µ, but it will be more complicated to discover if it
decays to τ, W or singly-charged scalars. The production of vector-like leptons La at LHC has been
previously studied [38], with the general conclusion that they can be detected provided their masses
are below ∼ 850 GeV for a center of mass (CM) energy of 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of
100 fb−1 [39]. The LHC reach reduces to ∼ 350 GeV for heavy leptons mainly decaying into taus
[40].
LFV can be always made small at tree level even though once φ 0 and χ acquire VEVs light
eR , ` leptons mix with the heavy ones La . Such mixings and the corresponding phenomenology
of heavy vector-like lepton doublets were analyzed long ago in different contexts (for a review see
[41, 42]; for updated limits see [35]). The low-energy effects of these mixings are proportional to
yeab hφ 0 i /Ma or yνab hχi /Ma , and can be made as small as experimentally required by increasing the
0
heavy masses Ma , reducing the couplings ye,ν
ab , or the VEVs hφ i , hχi. LFV effects can be further
suppressed by assuming that the light charged leptons, which get their masses through the SM
Higgs mechanism, are aligned along the heavy flavors. This corresponds to taking yeab diagonal,
which may be natural in a larger model.
At one loop LFV through the exchange of heavy leptons and bosons provides the most stringent constraints on this model, but they can be avoided. The most restrictive processes are those
involving the muon to electron transition. Then, one can, to a large extent, apply the conclusions
from related analyses for the Littlest Higgs model with T-parity [43 – 46]; the general conclusion
is that the heavy flavors must be aligned with the light charged leptons with a precision better than
1 − 10 % for heavy masses of O(TeV).
More details on the phenomenology of this model can be found in [28].
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SU(2)L
U(1)Y
Z2

χ
1
1
−

κ
0
2
+

σ
0
0
−

Table 3: New fields and their quantum numbers in a model realizing the O (9) operator.

hφi

e

χ0

χ−−

κ−−

W

χ0
hφi

hσi

W
hφi

Figure 8: Tree-level diagram contributing to O (9) in the model proposed.

scalar σ , odd under Z2 . This scalar is not really necessary if one allows for a soft breaking of this
discrete symmetry, what provides a simpler variation of the model. Other variations are discussed
in [33] but most of their phenomenology is shared by the model discussed here. The spectrum of
new particles and their quantum numbers are displayed in Table 3, allowing from the new terms in
the Lagrangian

(3.4)
L = gαβ eαR c eβ R κ − µκ κTr χ † χ † − λ6 σ φ † χ φ̃ + · · · .
This model does not have tree-level neutrino masses because: (i) There are no new fermions in the
spectrum and therefore, there cannot be type I-III see-saw neutrino mass contributions. (ii) There
is no coupling χ`` due to the discrete symmetry and hence, type II see-saw neutrino masses do not
arise either.
3.2.1 The RR operator for 0νβ β
From the Lagrangian in eq. (3.4) and the diagram in Figure 8, one can obtain the O (9) coefficient in the corresponding effective Lagrangian

(9)
4v2χ µκ ∗
Cab
=
−i
g ,
Λ5
m2κ m2χ v4 ab

(3.5)

where the result is expressed in terms of the SM VEV, v, and the triplet one, vχ ≈ −λ6 hσ ihφ i2 /m2χ ,
as well as the new scalar masses.
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hφi

hφi
χ+

hσi

χ+

φ+
e

φ+

e

ν

Figure 9: Leading two-loop contribution in the Feynman gauge to neutrino masses in the model generating
O (9) .

3.2.2 The neutrino mass
As expected, in this case the neutrino mass arises at two loops. The dominant diagram is
depicted in Figure 9. The complete calculation, including gauge contributions, can be found in
[33]:
(mν )αβ =

µκ v2χ
mα g∗αβ mβ Iν ,
2(2π)4 v4

(3.6)

where Iν is an order 1 dimensionless function of the new scalar masses and the W mass. The form
of (mν )αβ agrees with the estimate in Table 1 but contains more parameters which can be used
to adjust the neutrino mass matrix elements to fit the observed neutrino spectrum, while keeping
0νβ β at a measurable level.
3.2.3 LFV in the RR model
The exchange of the doubly-charged scalar singlet gives tree-level three-body decays for the
+ − −
SM charged leptons, which do not conserve family lepton number (`−
a → `b `c `d in Figure 10 and
−
similar diagrams for µ decay). There are very strong experimental limits on the branching ratios
of these processes, and since their amplitudes are proportional to the product gab g∗cd , one can set
stringent constraints on these couplings. From BR(µ − → e+ e− e− ) < 1.0 × 10−12 one obtains
|gµe g∗ee | < 2.3 × 10−5 (mκ /TeV)2 ,

(3.7)

whereas BR(τ − → e+ µ − µ − ) < 1.7 × 10−8 implies
|gτe g∗µ µ | < 0.007 (mκ /TeV)2 .

(3.8)

There are also bounds on other muon and tau LFV decay channels (µ → eγ, τ → eγ,τ → eee,
µ-e conversion in nuclei, · · · ), but for the time being these two processes provide the strongest
constraints on the model if one fits the observed neutrino masses allowing for large additional
contributions to 0νβ β .
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µ+

τ−
µ−

k −−

Figure 10: Diagram giving LFV decays.
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Figure 11: Limits on the masses of the two doubly-charged scalars of the model (see text for details).

3.2.4 Indirect constraints on doubly-charged scalars
Since we want to adjust the neutrino masses, have a sizable 0νβ β and satisfy LFV constraints,
the model is quite restricted unless one goes to parameter regions where perturbativity does not
hold. In particular the doubly-charged scalar masses are quite constrained: if the scalar masses are
too large then 0νβ β and neutrino masses will be too small and if the scalar masses are too small
the neutrino masses will be too large, LFV limits will be problematic, as well as the bounds from
LEP and LHC.
We can visualize the constraints on the scalar masses with the plot in Figure 11, where we
show the projection on the mκ − mχ plane of the allowed parameter space region by assuming
perturbative unitarity and µκ < 20 TeV. The blue, darker (orange, lighter) areas correspond to
vχ = 2 (5) GeV. The cross stand for a reference point mκ = 10 TeV, mχ = 2 TeV (and vχ = 2 GeV,
µκ = 15 TeV, with gee = 1 and geµ = 0.001).
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Figure 12: Allowed regions in the plane sin2 θ13 − δ when |mee |, |meµ |  0.01 eV (see text).

3.2.5 Constraints on the ν mass matrix
The particular structure of the neutrino mass matrix (mν )ab ∝ ma g∗ab mb together with the limits
on gab coming from LFV processes almost fix the structure of the neutrino mass matrix. Indeed,
the requirement of large 0νβ β implies a relatively large gee and scalar masses relatively low, but on
the other hand, (mν )ee is highly suppressed by the factor m2e , while (mν )eµ is suppressed because
so is geµ by the µ → 3e bound. Thus, taking into account all these limits the neutrino mass matrix
must fulfill


< 10−4 < 10−4 ∼ 0.01


|mν | = < 10−4 ∼ 0.01 ∼ 0.01 eV .
(3.9)
∼ 0.01 ∼ 0.01 ∼ 0.01
What means that only the NH can be accommodated. Moreover, this structure also provides two
predictions:
• One for the lightest neutrino mass, mMIN = m1 ∼ 0.004 eV, and
• Other for sin2 θ13 and δ , sin2 θ13 & 0.008.
In Figure 12 we present the allowed sin2 θ13 − δ region for |(mν )ee,eµ | = 0. The green, darker
region is obtained when measured mixings and mass differences (except sin θ13 ) are varied within
1 σ ; while the yellow, lighter one is obtained by varying them within 3 σ (we use values from
the global fit performed in Ref. [47]). For comparison, we also draw the recent measurement of
sin2 (θ13 ) [48 – 52] (sin2 (θ13 ) = 0.023 ± 0.003, dashed lines). From the figure, it seems that large
values of |δ | are somehow favoured by the model.
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4. Conclusions
We have used the effective field theory language to classify NP contributions to 0νβ β involving operators without quarks. Charged lepton chiralities, the operator dimension and the order at
which mν should appear are linked for the lowest order operators:
• For eL eL : 0νβ β appears at dimension 5 and mν at tree-level.
• For eL eR : 0νβ β appears at dimension 7, inducing mν at one loop.

Hence, it is possible to have a sizable 0νβ β while keeping mν small (loop suppressed).The structure of the neutrino mass matrix is in general constrained, and some of the parameters can be
predicted. Although often the models are complicated and tightly restricted, they share a rich phenomenology affecting LFV processes and LHC searches, especially if a doubly-charged scalar is
discovered.
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